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Rust Remover Plus™

Rust Remover Plus™ is a perfect choice for removing tough oil and rust stains from concrete and exposed aggregate surfaces. Just spray it onto dry concrete with a pump up garden or chemical sprayer and
watch the rust and oil stains disappear. After a 5 to 10 minute dwell time, you can pressure wash the area
with a 40 degree tip. Rust Remover Plus™ will brighten the concrete as it dries.

#1 Choice for Removing Fertilizer Stains!
V-502-C Grease and Grime Remover for Concrete(*)

A perfect choice for when you need to penetrate and route out heavy grease, soil and grime on parking lots,
dumpster pads, drive thrus, and other high traffic concrete areas.
“V-502 is a really great cleaner to have in your arsenal. We have used it with pretty great success on oil stains
and tire marks and have found it to not only clean, but also brighten significantly!”
			
Curt Kempton - 5StarWindowCare.com

R-202 Concrete Cleaner

Cleans heavy grease, oil and scuff marks from unpainted
concrete, brick, stone, and other alkaline water safe hard
surfaces. USDA authorized for use in meat, egg, dairy food
packing and processing plants. One 50 pound box makes
200 gal. of solution
(*) Denotes $27.00 shipping surcharge by UPS.

Chapin Degreaser Sprayer
•
•

•

Built-in relief valve pressure gauge for
added safety
The container and discharge assembly
have no fiberglass additives making
this sprayer a perfect choice for acidic
cleaners
Available in 2 or 3 gallon sizes
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Do you make money washing houses?
Boost your income by also protecting houses.

PlexMaster

from EnviroSpec is the

amazing invisible shield you can easily
apply to your customer’s homes after washing. It helps guard

years, a home that’s been protected retains a better appearance,
enhancing resale value.

How to apply it, and what to charge.
Mix 5 gallons of PlexMaster with 55 gallons of water. Washing
the average house will require about 5 gallons of that mix.
Applying PlexMaster after washing is typically about a

surfaces from mildew, mold, oxidation, acid rain and general

20 minute process for a 2,000 square foot house. Just apply it

‘fall-out’ pollutants. Which means the house you just washed

through your down-stream injector, thruster nozzle or X-Jet, but

will retain that ‘fresh’ look for up to a year.

be sure to rinse it off before the product dries.

Regular applications of PlexMaster are a smart investment
for the homeowner, and a new source of revenue for the
contractor. Isn’t that what they call a win-win?
PlexMaster preserves surfaces by sealing them, so pollutants
“can’t get a grip.” It also acts as a gloss enhancer, which returns
siding, shutters, trim and doors to a like-new appearance.
That’s not all. Since a PlexMaster treatment also cleans, coats
and protects the windows, the homeowner only needs to quickly
rinse them occasionally with a garden hose to keep them crystal

Though you’ll find that PlexMaster rinses off easily, it’s best
to apply it, then rinse it off, in sections.
Naturally, you may experiment a bit for the washing sequence
and exact concentration that works for you.
Many contractors charge about $150 for that 20 minutes
of work. Then they make a note to contact the buyer the
following year to re-do the treatment.
Yet each application of this chemical only costs
you pennies.

clear. It’s an added plus, since nobody enjoys cleaning their

PlexMaster works great on vinyl and

windows regularly or paying someone else to do it. A great

aluminum siding, painted wood, and metal

selling point!

surfaces, leaving no discoloration. The

Annual PlexMaster protection agreements can be sold to

protective blend of silicone and polymer

the customer as an add-on, for a fraction of what they’re paying

is combined with a powerful mildew

to have their homes professionally cleaned. People generally

retardant, giving the whole house, in

tend to be open to a solution that effectively protects their

effect, a clear plastic coating.

biggest asset (especially when you point out all the surface
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mold before you start washing). And of course after many

Of course, any mildew that does
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“The one product that EnviroSpec introduced me to that has made
me hundreds of thousands of dollars, and has put my company in
the top 10% of power washers in the country, is PlexMaster”
– Dan Galvin, PWNA’s House Wash Certification Instructor

form on a PlexMaster-treated house after a year will be much
easier to remove.

Order PlexMaster online at
EnviroSpec.com/Chem_PlexMaster.htm
or call 1-800-346-4876

PlexMaster is smart business.
If you’re looking for a competitive advantage among house cleaners
in your area, you’ve just found it. Not only does this premium
service it separate you from the “splash-n-dash” amateur cleaners,
but offering PlexMaster shows homeowners that you care about
their house as much as they do. The first time they see the brighter
shine of their homes,

EnviroSpec.com
Your Authority for High
Performance Cleaning

they’ll be
sold.

eClean Magazine

For the very best results, use PlexMaster with the Allison
Super Suds Sucker, also available online from EnviroSpec.
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Cleaning Historic Brick

Cleaning
Historic Brick

How Chemicals Clean

by Linda Chambers, Brand & Sales Manager, Soap Warehouse, www.SoapWarehouse.net

We all know when a cleaner is or is not
working, but we do not always know why.
Unfortunately for most, learning why becomes
a lesson of trial and error. But understanding
the basic science of elements and the pH scale
can help you safely figure out what should
work before you choose a chemical.			
Also the ability to explain to a customer
what you are using and why separates you
from the competition as a true professional
with specialized knowledge and training.
eClean Magazine
		

The Periodic Table of Elements
Most of the products you use will only come
from a small portion of these elements. For
example, two similar elements that are used
in cleaning chemicals every day are Sodium
and Potassium. Both are basic alkaline metal
elements and are so close to each other
they are like cousins. That is why chemical
compounds made with the exact same other
elements make almost similar chemicals such
by Allison Hester
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as Sodium
Hydroxide,
NaOH (also
known as
Caustic
soda) and
Potassium
Hydroxide,
KOH, also
called pot
ash.

Hydroxide when used at the same percentage
in a mixture.
To give you an example of the solubility
difference, approximately 121 g of KOH
will dissolve into 100 ml of water at room
temperature, compared with only 100 g of
NaOH in the same 100 ml volume, a 20
percent increase. That is why KOH makes a
better cleaner – you can get more of a fasteracting chemical in the same volume. But
because Potassium Hydroxide is harder to
produce, it costs more. That’s why each year in
the US, approximately 100 times more Sodium
Hydroxide is made over Potassium Hydroxide.

Due to
Potassium
Hydroxide’s
properties
pH Scale
being highly
soluble
Now let’s do a quick review of the pH scale,
in water
which ranges from zero to 14, with a pH of
and highly
seven considered neutral, like plain pure
reactive to acids, its ability to molecularly
Photo
courtesy
of
Ray
Burke,
Spray
Wash
Exterior
Cleaning,
water.
infiltrate, (that is break apart acids) and its
www.spray-wash.com
corrosive nature, it works faster than Sodium

An acid all of you deal with every day that you may not
have even thought about is acid rain and its aftermath.
Normal clean rain has a pH of between 5.0 and 5.5, which is
slightly acidic, like a cup of coffee. However, when rain combines
with sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides — produced from power
plants and automobiles— the rain in the atmosphere becomes
much more acidic.Typical acid rain has a pH value of 4. Depending
on the part of the country you work in, the time of year, and other
weather conditions, you may be getting an even lower pH.
		 Acid rain can also have a damaging effect on many objects, 		
including buildings of all types of materials, roofs, decks, 		
			
concrete, stone, statues and monuments, and vehicles.
				
The chemicals found in acid rain can cause paint to peel 		
					
and stone to begin wear down, years ahead of its time.
It is more important than ever to have regular washings
of outside structures to diminish the effect of 		
					
acid rain on them. Increasing routine exterior cleaning
			
will help your customers keep their property in good 		
		
condition for a longer amount of time.This could be a major
		
selling point in your area so please check it out.
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The pH scale is a logarithmic scale,
meaning each point on the scale is
based on a multiplier of 10. Moving
either direction from neutral (pH
7) means every number on the pH
scale is ten times stronger than
the previous number unit. Thus,
the strength of the acids and bases
increase significantly as you move
to the extreme ends of the scale. So
when you have two cleaners that
are only one unit apart, know that
the higher one is not just a little
stronger, but 10 times stronger. For
instance if the pH of 7 equals one
inch then a pH of 3 or 11, just four units in
either direction of neutral, would be equal to
278 yards. And the difference of 7, out to 0
or 14 from neutral would equal 158 miles or
10,000,000 inches! Differencesof only 4 pH are
a million times different in strength.

Bases
Bases are often used in degreasers and caustic
cleaners like concrete, truck wash and drain
cleaners, which work great in these products
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for two reasons. First, strong bases break
down organic matter such as proteins and
greases. Second, when a strong base (alkaline)
is mixed with a fat, it turns the fat into soap
through a process called saponification. This
means it literally turns the thing we are trying
to get rid of into a new agent – soap – that
helps us clean.
Sounds great, right? Hang on. You first
need to be aware of what you are cleaning
to be sure it can handle the pH of the
cleaner. For instance, bases of high pH are
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not recommended when cleaning soft stone
surfaces like marble or limestone. You also
have to be very careful when working with
bases, because they breakdown organic matter
– which includes skin, muscle and even bone!

Acids
On the lower side of the pH scale are acids,
which are used for some very specific cleaning
jobs: removing rust stains, calcium deposits,
and efflorescence on brick; to etch concrete;
to dissolve salts and mineral scale created
by hard water; to clean coils; and to clean
metal surfaces, such as removing tarnish and
cleaning polished aluminum. But they also eat,
pit and dissolve some soft metals like chrome,
and soft stone like limestone and marble.
Strong acids can be the deadliest chemicals
you may ever have to deal with and must be
treated accordingly.

What’s in Your Water?
Checking for the hardness and the pH of the
water you are using to mix your chemicals and
rinsing can make a big difference in cleaning
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results. Every decrease in the pH of the water
you are using to make your chemical solutions
is also reducing the pH of your mix.
You can easily measure pH with a strip of
litmus paper that is easy to buy. When you
touch a strip of litmus paper to something, the
paper changes color depending on whether the
substance is acidic or basic. If the paper turns
red, the substance is acidic, and if it turns
blue, the substance is basic. There will be a
color chart that you use to judge the pH level.
We have had customers call to say that a
product is not working or is harming a surface.
We have usually been able to track it back to
improper dilution rates or the water source
that customer is using. If the pH is higher
than it should be, it usually turns out to be an
increase due to salts and other minerals in the
water, or water hardness that is increasing the
pH. Adding water softeners can help, but most
municipalities are already doing this.
Hardness is hard to measure out in the field.
You should be getting a water report mailed
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to you from your local water
agency each year that tells
you about your water, the
hardness and pH. If not, or if
you work in other areas, you
can request copies. If you
use well water, you especially
should test it your self a few
times a year.
Hardness is associated with
the ability of the water to
work with soap. As hardness
increases, more soap is
needed to achieve the same
level of cleaning due to the
hardness positive ions, most
commonly calcium and
magnesium.

Undisclosed Products
Linda Chambers at the 2013 PWRA Convention in Nashville,
If you read the box of a
Tennessee. This article is a condensed version of the
yellow cake mix, you may
presentation she gave during the August event.
see a lot of the same things
in each one, but some
today, here in the US there is no way for you
may need you to add eggs,
to know. It is all a guessing game. You must go
oil and water while others only need water.
with results you can see to compare them.
Unfortunately, with chemical products, the
only things that must be listed on a label or
It is almost like having to judge a cake by its
a Safety Data Sheet are the hazardous parts.
looks, not by it’s taste. Even if you knew every
Companies are not required to say what else
ingredient in each similar product you may not
is in them or how available those ingredients
have all the information you need.
are to the product as a whole. Some percentage
of ingredients you think would be working
As of today there are manufactures and
for cleaning may be tied up or neutralized by
vendors that are getting around things with
some other non disclosed ingredient. So you
have a lot less to go on then when shopping
for a cake mix in the grocery store. And with
some product categories like window cleaners
(until the new SDS laws come into effect in
2016), you may never know what is in them
THE choice of professional roof
since these products usually contain all noncleaning contractors for controlling
hazardous ingredients.
Now if you are really understood chemistry,
you might be able to figure out some items
with clues from the specific gravity, odor, or
other physical characteristics of the product
then deduce what else could be in it. But as of
eClean Magazine

		

runoff & maximizing dwell time on
ugly black roof stains.

Visit www.RoofSnot.com for more information.
Available exclusively through Southside
Equipment, Inc., www.PressureWasherKY.us
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Glass widows are made of silica and other alkaline things like soda ash
and lime. Depending on the percentage of silica used and the exact
process of how it was made, glass will constantly be in a slow chemical
reaction with water (slightly acidic) or acid rain (more acidic), that will
leach alkali ions out on to its surface that will stain or spot it.
Sprinklers using hard water will add to the problem. If cleaned with a
good chemical cleaner but rinsed with hard water, alkaline deposits
can form after cleaning, leaving spots or streaks. Therefore, instead of
using cleaners at all, what many are now doing is using a De-ionized
water system to remove the minerals from the glass while leaving a
near pH neutral surface to help inhibit new spots and help keep the
glass cleaner longer.
Now this is not to say cleaners do not work, but you need to use water
as free of minerals as possible. Water softeners can help cleaning
chemicals do a great job as well.

the current MSDS laws and they know it.
Many companies use statements on their
MSDS like “The information contained herein
is believed to be accurate,” or “Vendor assumes
no responsibility for injury with use.” In others
words, buyer and user BEWARE.
I am not saying that companies that use these
phrases have something to hide, just that they
only know as much as their manufacturer is
telling them, which may not be everything,
so be careful and hopefully in a few year with
new SDS regulations it will get better for the
contractor.

Which is best?
A question I am asked a lot is “Which brand
product (that contain the same ingredients)
will work better?” That can be very hard to say.
The reason is the same ingredients can have a
vast difference in quality, which can make a big
difference in results. That will usually show up
in the price – but not always.

plain white rice? There isn’t anything else in
that bag, so why the difference between the
store value brand, Mahatma or Uncle Ben’s?
Price may judge some types of quality – whole
grain kernels instead of broken pieces, the cost
of proper bleaching methods, a better genetic
strain of rice.
So too with chemical ingredients. Was it made
in a clean facility, not cut with fillers, is the
ingredient 100 percent chemically available?
So do not always think the cheapest product
will still be able to do the job, and don’t think
the highest priced product must work the best.
You must do your own evaluation of products.
Just be sure you are comparing apples to
apples. You must get them to the same level to
be able to judge them head to head.
Linda Chambers is the Brand and Sales
Manager for Soap Warehouse, where she has
worked since 2007. She enjoys writing blogs
and social media. She also travels for the
company, exhibiting at trade shows and events.
For more information, visit their website at
www.SoapWarehouse.biz.

Take white rice for instance. Do you ever notice
that the there can be a wide range in price for
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No Water Wasted Promo
Hydro Tek National Special

July 2013

Mobile Wash Skid
Gas Powered, Diesel Heated – 110v burner
3500psi, 5gpm, Belt drive pump
570cc Vanguard twin cylinder engine
On-board 3000w generator

Trailer
200 gallon ProTowWash® trailer with rear storage
tray and high pressure hose reel

Vacuum Recovery/Filtration System
Recover and filter your washwater for reuse or
disposal. No external power needed, runs off
pressure washer generator.
Package also includes containment berms,
scupper & vacuum hose

AUTHORIZED LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR:

NO WATER WASTED Recycle Trailer
model# SC35005VS/T2NWA/AZV55
Limited time offer starts July 15, 2013. Price does not include sales tax or battery, if needed. *Free freight to distributor location within the
continental US. Ask your distributor for the No Water Wasted Special. Not to be combined with any other offers, programs, or discounts.
Available through a participating distributor, call for a local distributor. 400 gallon trailer upgrade model# SC35005VS/T4NWA/AZV55

Brilliant Design, Tough on Grime

2353 Almond Avenue • Redlands, CA 92374 • (P) 800- 274-9376 • (F) 909-799-9888 • www.hydrotek.us

